AARNet+ Zoom
CLOUD CONFERENCING
Zoom is an easy-to-use high-definition virtual meeting solution
designed to meet the needs of today’s mobile workforce.
Users can quickly connect to meetings with up to 100 participants
and easily share content with a range of integrated tools using PC,
Mac, iOS or Android devices.
The AARNet+ Zoom partnership provides licensing with
educational discounts, tied to the use of AARNet provided
infrastructure to support the Zoom cloud service.
Zoom can be integrated with learning management systems
utilising a simple “URL Click to Call” function making it easy for
educators to create virtual classrooms that are accessible across a
range of devices, including laptops, tablets and smartphones.
Because Zoom allows guests to easily join meetings, it is also a
game-changing collaboration platform for researchers working
with partners across institutions.

Benefits
¼¼ Zoom Meetings are hosted on AARNet servers, traffic is on-net for

AARNet connected institutions
¼¼ Zoom is integrated with the AARNet Unified Communications

Exchange and Global Real Time Communications platforms for free
video calls.
¼¼ AARNet Zoom Cloud Recording is integrated with CloudStor

The AARNet+ Zoom service leverages the ultra high-bandwidth
and low-latency AARNet network to deliver a high-quality
user experience while supporting potentially thousands of
simultaneous meetings.

Features
¼

High definition videoconferencing and application/desktop sharing

¼

Ultra simple interface and “click to join” meetings

¼

25 participants meetings

¼

100 participants large meetings

¼

1000 participants Webinar (Beta)

¼

SIP/H323 videoconference dial-in

¼

Voice-only phone dial-in

¼

iOS, Android, Mac and PC clients

¼

Works well at low bandwidth including 3G

¼

Recording to local .mp4 files

¼

Cloud reporting and APIs

¼

Learning management integration

¼

Annual low cost licensing

¼

Single sign-on

About AARNet+
AARNet+ is not a technical solution, it is a process that makes it
easier for AARNet customers to adopt cloud services and benefit
from large scale shared services. AARNet+ provides a standard
process for evaluation, integration and ongoing use of cloud services.
We build partnerships with providers that are willing to customise
their offerings to better meet the needs of the research and
education community.
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